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 ABSTRACT 

The present work  examines the effects of parameters of the input distribution on the  average time 

complexity of the singleton sort algorithm.. Previous work on this field has shown that for certain 

algorithms such as sorting, the parameters of the input distribution singularly as well as interactively are 

important factors, besides the size of the input which motivated us to study the parameterized complexity 

of the singleton sort algorithm. 
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1.Introduction 

Parameterized complexity is a branch of computational complexity theory in computer 

science that focuses on classifying computational problems according to their inherent 

difficulty with respect to multiple parameters of the input. The complexity of a problem is then 

measured as a function in those parameters. This allows to classify NP-hard problems on a finer 

scale than in the classical setting, where the complexity of a problem is only measured by the 

number of bits in the input (see also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parameterized_complexity). 

The first systematic work on parameterized complexity was done by Downey & Fellows (1999) 

[7].  The present work  examines the effects of parameters of the input probability distribution 

on the  average time complexity of the singleton sort algorithm.. Previous work on this field has 

shown that for certain algorithms such as sorting, the parameters of the input distribution 

singularly as well as interactively are important factors, besides the size of the input, in 

explaining the complexity such as time which motivated us to study the parameterized 

complexity of the singleton sort algorithm. 
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Singleton’s sort algorithm is a modified version of Quick sort algorithm which employs the 

median -of- three method for choosing the pivot. Since its development in 1961 by Hoare, the 

original Quicksort algorithm has experienced a series of modifications aimed at improving the  

O(n
2
) worst case behaviour. The improvements can be divided into four categories: 

improvements on the choice of pivot, algorithms that use another sorting algorithm for sorting 

sublists of certain smaller sizes, different ways of partitioning lists and sublists and adaptive 

sorting that tries to improve on the O(n
2
) behavior of the Quicksort algorithm when used for 

sorting lists that are sorted or nearly sorted. The Quicksort versions that fall into the first 

category include Hoare’s original Quicksort algorithm which uses a random pivot, Scowen’s 

Quickersort algorithm developed in 1965, which chooses the pivot as the middle element of the 

list to be sorted. Also included is Singleton’s algorithm which chooses the pivot using the 

median-of-three  method (see Singleton (1969) [17]). A historical study and empirical analysis 

with respect to time comparing the different variations of Quick sort can be found in Khreisat 

(2007) [10]. For a comprehensive literature on sorting, see Knuth (2000) [12]. For a sound 

theoretical discussion on sorting with reference to the input probability distribution, Mahmoud 

(2000) [13] should be consulted. The empirical results in this paper are obtained by running 

computer experiments - a series of runs of a code for various inputs. A common objective in 

computer experiments is that we look for a cheaper predictor for the response which in our case 

is a complexity like time. For a general literature on computer experiments we refer to the 

seminal paper by Sacks et. al. (1989) [15] and the book by Fang, Li and Sudjianto (2006) [8].  A 

recent book which gives a computer experiment outlook to algorithmic complexity is by 

Chakraborty and Sourabh (2010) [3]. For regression analysis, we refer  to Chatterjee, Hadi and 

Price (1999) [5]. It may be noted that program run time is deterministic for a fixed input but may 

be taken as stochastic for a fixed input size and randomly varying input (here sorting) elements. 

This argument goes in favour of stochastic modeling (Mahmoud(2000) [13]) but holds for those 

algorithms only where fixing some parameter that characterize the input size (here number of 

sorting elements n) does not fix all the computing operations. In other algorithms, where fixing n 

does fix all the computing operations like nxn classical matrix multiplication, the other argument 

proposed by Prof. Jerome Sacks appears to be stronger, namely, that we realize the deterministic 

outcome as stochastic and make prediction cheap and efficient (Sacks et.al. (1989) [15]), cheap 

because we can predict the average response even for those huge values of n for which the code 

is difficult if not impossible to be run and efficient in that we need to know only the size of the 

input, and not the exact input, to make a prediction. The possibility of controlling the errors is 

also an important aspect. Other areas where computer experiments are used include, but not 

limited to, VLSI circuit design, combustion, controlled nuclear fusion devices, plant ecology and 

thermal energy storage. See also the discussion in section 3. 

We would try to find how singleton sort algorithm sorts input from certain probability 

distribution namely continuous uniform, discrete uniform, binomial, negative binomial, Poisson, 

geometric, and exponential. For this study we would fix the input size of the array and vary 

parameter(s) of specific input probability distribution. 
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The Singleton Sort Algorithm  

An improvement to Quick sort in choosing the pivot was introduced by R. C. Singleton in 1969, 

in which he suggested the median-of-three method for choosing the pivot. One way of choosing 

the pivot would be to select the three elements from the left, middle and right of the array. The 

three elements are then sorted and placed back into the same positions in the array. The pivot is 

the median of these three elements. The following is a C++ implementation of Quick sort 

algorithm which employs the median of three method. 

void singleton( long unsigned a[], int left, int right ) 

{ 

int i, j; 

long unsigned pivot; 

if (left + CUTOFF <= right) { /* CUTOFF = 20 */ 

pivot = median3( a, left, right ); 

i = left; j = right-1; 

for (;;)  

while (a[++i] < pivot); 

while (a[--j] > pivot); 

if (i < j) 

swap( i, j ); 

else 

break; 

} 

swap( i, right-1 ); 

q_sort( a, left, i-1 ); 

q_sort( a, i+1, right); 

} 

else 

 insertionsort(a+left,right - left + 1); 

 return; 

} 

int median3(int a[],int left, int right) 

 { 

 int centre=(left+right)/2; 

 if(a[left]>a[centre]) 

swap(&a[left],&a[centre]); 

if(a[left]>a[right]) 

swap(&a[left],&a[right]); 

if(a[centre]>a[right]) 

swap(&a[centre],&a[right]); 

swap(&a[centre], &a[right-1]); 

 

return( a[right-1] ); 

} 

void swap(int *f,int *h) 
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{ 

int temp; 

temp=*f; 

*f=*h; 

*h=temp; 

        } 
 

2. Empirical results 

This section includes empirical results. The algorithm was run for data obtained from various 

probability distributions. The observed mean time (in sec) of 100 trials was noted. Average case 

analysis was done by directly working on program run time to estimate the weight based 

statistical bound over a finite range by running computer experiments. This estimate is called 

empirical O. In our study, distributions have either one or two parameters. If any distribution has 

two or more parameters then one of the parameters is varied and others are fixed. We simulated 

different probability distributions and obtained the average sorting time of Singleton sort 

algorithm. For simulating variates from different probability distributions, the respective 

algorithms have been taken from Ross (2006) [14]. We sorted the array of size n by singleton 

sort algorithm in Borland Turbo C++ software.  

 

System Specification: All the computer experiments were carried out using INTEL 1.67 GHz 

processor and 1.00 GB RAM.  

 

2.1  Binomial distribution input 

Binomial Distribution: This distribution  has two parameters m and p which gives the number of 

independent Bernoullian trials and the probability of success in a single trial respectively. In this 

experiment we have kept m fixed at 10 and taken 100 readings for each p from 0.1 to 0.9 in the 

interval of 0.1 .Also we have taken the input size n=50,000. We  found the mean time and the 

standard deviation (S.D.) for 100 trials. The results are shown in table 1 and fig.1. 

Table 1: Average Sorting Time in sec of Singleton Sort for Binomial (m, p) input with 

varying p and fixed m and n 

p Mean time over 100 trials S.D . 

0.1 .012520 .008314 

0.2 .014510 .007445 

0.3 .018360 .027929 

0.4 .020720 .031328 

0.5 .019640 .029086 

0.6 .015390 .012793 

0.7 .013260 .006779 

0.8 .013890 .007272 

0.9 .013320 .006798 
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               Fig. 1: Fifth degree polynomial fit to express average sorting time in terms of p 

Result: From above, we get average sort time yavg(p) = Oemp(p
5
).  

Average sorting time clearly depends on the parameter p of Binomial distribution and a 

polynomial of order 5 is adequate to describe the average sorting time in terms of p when n and 

m are fixed (caution: there is a danger in fitting polynomials of order six or higher, namely, the 

problem of ill conditioning)  

In the next experiment we have kept p=0.5 (fixed) and varied m from 5 to 35 in the interval of 5. 

The array size is fixed at n=50,000 as before. The results are shown in table 2 and fig. 2. 

Table 2: Average Sorting Time in sec of Singleton Sort for Binomial (m, p) input for 

varying m with n and p fixed  

m Mean time 

over 100 

trials 

S.D. 

5 .019340 .025164 

10 .016820 .017717 

15 .012290 .012136 

20 .018080 .007250 

25 .011060 .007081 

30 .010630 .007303 

35 .011400 .006946 
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                Fig. 2 Plot of average sorting time versus m showing a random pattern 

Result: There is no clear cut pattern. It seems that average sorting time does not depend so much 

on the parameter m of Binomial Distribution input although it depends on the parameter p.  

Remark: One should bear in mind that m random numbers are needed to generate a single 

binomial variate. Since we are making 100 trials for each m, it means we require 100m random 

numbers. Since the random numbers generated by the computer are actually pseudo-random, 

hence they have a cycle after which the same numbers keep coming in the same sequence 

seriously violating simulation results. This forced us to keep the maximum m to 35 only.  

2.2 Exponential distribution input 

Exponential distribution: This distribution has a single parameter, a positive real λ. For empirical 

results,we varied the single parameter λ and fixed the input array size n=50,000. Table 3 and 

fig.3 summarize the experimental results.  

Table 3: Average sorting time versus lambda (λ) of exponential diatribution with n fixed 

lambda Mean time over 100 trials S.D. 

 1                                      .012170 .006478 

2 .016280 .008273 

3 .014220 .010256 

 4 .017690 .011993 

5 .016980 .010592 

6 .020600 .029308 

7 .019310 .027908 

8 .021440 .030042 

9 .016600 .012710 
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10 .014160 .006291 

 11 .012940 .007350 

 

 

          Fig. 3: Spiral pattern characterizing average sorting time in terms of lambda (λ) of  

                        exponential distribution approximated by fifth degree polynomial fit 

Result: From fig. 3 we get yavg(λ) = Oemp(λ
5
). Average sorting time seems to depend on the 

parameter λ of exponential distribution. The pattern is spiral which is approximated by a fifth 

degree polynomial fit.  

2.3 Geometric distribution input 

Geometric Distribution: This gives the number of failures preceding the first success and has one 

parameter, namely, the probability of successes p in a trial. We varied p from 0.1 to 0.9 for fixed 

array size n=50,000. The results are given in table 4 and fig. 4. 

Table 4: Average sorting time versus parameter p of Geometric distribution with n fixed 

p Mean time over 100 trials S.D.time over 100 trials 

0.1 .011410 .014280 

0.2 .024180 .029651 

0.3 .026530 .030284 

0.4 .023680 .028058 

0.5 .025590 .029957 

0.6 .013410 .015330 
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0.7 .012480 .006255 

0.8 .011070 .008943 

0.9 .012170 .007529 

 

 

          Fig. 4: Fourth degree polynomial fit for geometric distribution input 

Result: Average sorting time clearly depends on the parameter p of Geometric distribution input. 

We have, yavg(p) = Oemp(p
4
). 

2.4 Poisson distribution input 

Poisson Distribution: This is a limiting case of Binomial (m, p) distribution when m tends to 

infinity, p tends to zero in such a way that the product mp = constant = λ (say). The Poisson 

distribution depends on the single parameter λ (which is both the mean and the variance of this 

distribution) which in our study is varied from 1 to 5.5 in the interval of 0.5. And we fixed the 

array size of n=50,000. Table 5 and fig. 5 summarize the results. 

Table 5: Average Sort time in seconds versus λ for  Poisson distribution when n is fixed 

Lambda (λ) Mean time over 100 trials S.D.  

1.0 .010750 .007217 

1.5 .010620 .007296 

2.0 .010580 .007269 

2.5 .012040 .007285 

3.0 .020270 .020532 
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3.5 .021710 .028806 

4.0 .018190 .022181 

4.5 .012370 .014668 

5.0 .016270 .020147 

5.5 .016030 .017281 

 

 

    Fig. 5 Average sort time versus lambda (λ) of Poisson distribution showing no clear cut 

pattern 

Result: There is no clear cut pattern. Average sorting time does not seem to depend on the 

parameter λ of Poisson distribution input. 

2.5 Discrete uniform distribution input 

Discrete uniform distribution: The discrete uniform distribution U[1, 2…k] depends on the 

parameter K. Each variate value has identical probability 1/k. In our study on this distribution we 

are varying the range of K from 10 to 80 in the interval of 10.We fixed the array size of 

n=50,000.The empirical results are shown in the table 6 and fig. 6. 

Table 6: Average Sorting time versus parameter k of Discrete Uniform U[1, 2….k] 

distribution for fixed n 

k Mean time over 100 trials S.D. over 100 trials 

10 .023700 .025725 

20 .020710 .024276 
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Fig. 6: Fifth degree polynomial fit showing how the average sorting time depends on k of U[1, 

2….k] distribution 

Result: We have, yavg(k) = Oemp(k
5
) 

2.7 Continuous Uniform Distribution input 

Continuous uniform distribution depends on the parameters a and b of the interval [a, b] in 

which the variate lies . Here we take a=0 and b=1 and simulate a U[0,1] variate and then 

multiply it with the positive real θ to generate a U[0, θ] variate. The empirical results are shown 

in table 7 and fig. 7. 

Table 7: Average sorting time versus theta of Continuous uniform U[0, θ] distribution 

θ Mean time over 100 trials  
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Fig. 7 Fourth degree polynomial fit showing how average sort time depends on the parameter 

theta (θ) of U[0, θ] distribution 

Result:  We have, yavg(θ) = Oemp(θ
 4

) . 

3. Discussion 

 
Chakraborty and Choudhury (2000) [1] insisted that time of an operation be taken as its weight 

backed up by other authors like Cotta and Moscato (2003) [6] who are also of the view that the 

CPU time must be involved in complexity analysis. Subsequently, in several papers and reviews 

(see e.g. the paper Chakraborty and Sourabh (2007) [2] and the review Chakraborty (2008)[4]) 

and finally the book Chakraborty and Sourabh (2010) [3], the need of a weight based statistical 

bound, which allows for mixing of all operations of different types into a conceptual bound, is 

strongly advocated. However, theoretical analysis being count based and operation specific does 

not allow for derivation of these non trivial statistical bounds which can only be empirically 

estimated by supplying numerical values to these weights through computer experiments. This is 

how we get empirical O, the statistical bound estimate, whose credibility depends on proper 

design and analysis of our computer experiment. How to design and analyze computer 

experiments when the response is a complexity is discussed in the book last referred. Empirical 
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O can also be used to estimate a mathematical complexity bound when theoretical analysis is 

tedious. But the real strength of an empirical O is seen only in estimating statistical bounds. 

Empirical O is written as O with a subscript emp. An important difference between theoretical O 

and empirical O apart from the fact that the former is a bound while the latter is an estimate and 

the difference arising due to the statistical consideration of weights in the latter as opposed to 

counts in the former is that in theoretical O, the term inside the O is important, not the 

mathematical statement that led to it. Thus it is unimportant whether we obtained O(nlogn) from 

a statement like y=a+bnlog(n) or a statement like y=c+d(nlogn) +en in theoretical analysis. But 

in empirical O, the corresponding empirical model is very important, whose leading term is 

inside the O, given that the strength of statistics lies in modeling. Statistical models lead to 

cheap and efficient prediction. Although they are neither exact nor objective it is possible to 

control the errors as well as verify their goodness of fit and the elegant mathematical theorems 

backing them up are unbiased (Klemens (2008) [11]). Although we are not giving the statistical 

bound but only its estimate, we have the scope of improving the same to a degree of satisfaction 

that is expressed in the language of probability. But while the estimate is probabilistic, the bound 

is not. This point must be understood, given that there is another notion of a statistical bound, 

which is probabilistic, given by Ferrari (1990) [9]. A recent paper that briefs both notions is by 

Singh and Chakraborty (2011) [16]. In a nutshell, in a probabilistic statistical bound, there is a 

theoretical proven probabilistic statement accompanying the bound. When this probability is 

one, we get a deterministic bound as a special case. In a non probabilistic statistical bound, there 

is no such probability statement. Probability comes into consideration when we are estimating 

this bound over a finite range by running computer experiments. This concludes our discussion. 

 

4. Conclusion and future work 

 
Over all empirical results show that in most of the distributions (which are discussed here) 

average time complexity of Singleton sort depends on the parameters of the input distribution. 

The present work will provide a basis of guiding us in the choice of a particular algorithm for a 

given problem depending on the distribution of the inputs and knowledge of their parameters.  

The sensitivity of the algorithm on the parameters of certain input distributions undoubtedly 

opens the scope for further investigation to provide some theoretical justification behind the 

functional relationships.  However, it should be kept in mind that theoretical analysis would be 

count based and operation specific (comparison is the dominant operation in sorting) whereas we 

worked on weights and empirical O is a statistical bound estimate. Secondly, we have also 

sought to find appropriate empirical models through which average time can be predicted 

without having to run the code especially for huge volume of the input for which it is 

computationally cumbersome to run a code. Also, knowing only the input size is enough to make 

an average prediction, given that the regression equations are after all average equations, and 

there is no need for the entire input to be supplied. As mentioned earlier, such cheap and 

efficient prediction is the objective in computer experiments. Future work includes study of this 

algorithm for multi-parameter distribution inputs and the significance of the interaction of the 

two or more parameters which can be accomplished by conducting suitable factorial 

experiments.  
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Appendix 

 

Binomial distribution:                    f(x)= 
m
Cx p

x
(1-p)

m-x
, x=0, 1, 2…m; 0<p<1 

 

Exponential distribution:               f(x) = λe
- λx

, x>0, λ>0 

 

Geometric distribution:                 f(x) = (1-p)
x 
p, x=0, 1, 2…..; 0<p<1 

 

Poisson distribution:                      f(x) = e
- λ

 λ
x
/x!, x=0, 1, 2, 3…..; λ>0 

 

Discrete uniform distribution:       f(x) = 1/k; x=1, 2….k 

 

Continuous uniform distribution:  f(x) = 1/θ, 0<x< θ where f(x) is the probability function (mass 

or density according as X is a discrete or a continuous random variable respectively)  
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